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DIRECTIONS TO FIXBY OSTEO FROM MIRFIELD
¾ From Mirfield, in the direction of Huddersfield. Proceed along the A644 until you
pass the Three Nuns Public House on your right, go through the traffic lights and
keep in the left hand lane.
¾ At the Cooper Bridge roundabout proceed through the traffic lights to the left, taking
the road towards Huddersfield
¾ Passing Rocar Moors Land Rover Garage on your left, keep in the right hand lanes to
the traffic Lights. Bare on to Bradley Road; proceed to Bradley Bar roundabout.
¾ Take 2nd exit onto Fixby Road. Continue past the crematorium on your right. You
will then approach a long sweeping bend to the right. Take the first turn left, after
the bend. This is Lightridge Road. On Lightridge Road, you will pass Gernhill
Avenue on your right and then the Huddersfield Golf Club entrance on your right.
¾ Almost immediately after the golf club entrance, and before the bend, take the 1st
turning that forks down to the right, Cowcliffe Hill Road. NB. Go slowly, as the
corner is blind.
¾ Continue down the hill through the wooded area, over the Ford and up the hill to the
junction. Move straight ahead remembering to look right. There is a wood on your
right. Take the 1st turning right, Ganton Way. Once on Ganton Way take the 1st
turning left, Gleneagles Way.
¾ The practice is the first house on the left – No1. Gleneagles Way.
PARKING

When attending for your consultations it is very important to park your car on the
driveways available. This is a courtesy to our neighbours and will avoid any obstruction to
their driveways and avoid complaints. Your assistance is very much appreciated. Please
also wait in your car until your appointment time and I will come out to collect you when I
have completed the appointment with the previous patient. Thank you very much for your
assistance.

